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This E-book will explain the most practical plan of how to create a webinar, sell it 
and deliver it to your audience.

It does NOT have information about how to the technical setup of a webinar. 

Rather, it has all the information you need to create your own webinar Strategy 
without any other help. 

Or maybe you’ll need some help… :) 

But feel free to ask me and I’ll help! 

What you’ll read next is a combination of information from my own experience as 
an online marketing strategist and information from specialists like Russell Brunson, 
Jeff Walker, Tony Robbins, Dean Graziosi. 

And if you’re wondering if webinars suit your business model, let me share my point 
of view: most probably yes. 

Webinars can be adapted to almost any kind of business. If and only if you learn 
the thinking behind creating a great webinar and an enjoyable experience for your 
audience.
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The Macro Plan
‣ PRE-Webinar Stage 

‣ DURING webinar 
‣ POST-webinar - No sale webinar 

‣ POST-webinar - Sale webinar
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I organized the whole process into “chapters” so that it will be easy for you to follow the steps, create the 
deliverables and launch your webinar. 

But before you dive into those chapters I wanna make one thing clear: this is the way I plan and 
organize online events. It’s not the only way. Nor the best way. It’s my way. And if my way suits you, 
that’s great. And if my way does not suit your business model, your needs, or your thinking process, 
that’s fine. Extract from here what you can use, adapt to your own context and START CREATING 
CONTENT. 

There are 3 stages that you need to plan in detail in order to deliver a great online webinar:

PRE-Webinar Stage
There is a series of actions you need to get done before launching a webinar publicly. 

Based on what the webinar’s objective is, these actions may take longer to create and launch.  

If the objective of the webinar is just to share information and create a relationship with your audience, it’s 
structure looks in a particular way. 

But if the objective of the webinar is to sell something (be it a product, a service, an idea) then the 
structure will be different. 

1. Setup

�  the technical setup of a webinar varies depending on the tool used to live stream it; 

�  tools like WebinarJam have a relatively simple setting up system and you can find tutorials online; 

�  what will make the difference is the strategy behind the promotion and the communication done prior to 
the webinar.

2. Promotion 

�  here is included every action that is strategically done to promote the webinar and bring traffic to the 
main Landing Page where people can find more information and register to be online at a certain date and 
time. 

3. Communication 

�  you’ll discover here the communication strategy that starts after someone registered to attend the 
webinar; 

�  having a plan for the pre-event communication will help you create a relationship with the audience and 
provide them value BEFORE the webinar, so they decide it is wise for them to give you their attention for 
one-two hours.
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DURING webinar 
This chapter is about the information flow and how it’s going to be communicated to the people who join 
your webinar. And depending on the type of Webinar you plan to create, you can have: 

No sale webinar, meaning a webinar that is meant to be a connection tool for you and your audience; 
it can be an interview with someone, a Q&A session, or a get together meant for sharing know-how or 
information. 

I’ll share some tips, tricks and good practices for a no sale webinar in the next pages! 

Just keep reading… 

Sale webinar - the purpose of this kind of webinars is exactly what its name says - to sell. 

This is different than the first type, because of the way you want your audience to act during and after the 
Webinar. You want them to book a call, order a product, buy a service etc. And this is why its structure is 
different. 

You can read more about this type of webinar in the next pages. 

POST-webinar - No sale webinar 
Your communication with the audience does NOT end after the webinar is finished. 

If someone showed interest in the webinar, by registering to it, attending or not, you had their attention 
for a short while and you need to create automated funnels to keep that attention and use it to build a 
relationship with that person. 

Your post-webinar plan will be created to support your main objective, be it sales, or something different. 

Also, your funnel needs to be adapted to your audience and it will flow depending on their actions. 

This is why I organized this chapter into two different sections: 

1. Attendees - tips, tricks and good practices for a communication funnel with the people who attended 
the webinar; 

2. Absentees - tips, tricks and good practices for a communication funnel with the people who did not 
attend the webinar. 

You’ll read more in the next pages and you’ll know what to choose when building your own webinar 
strategy.

Take the time to read everything and then get back to each Chapter and section and start working on your 
webinar. 
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POST-webinar - Sale webinar 
As I said before, a webinar that has a sole objective to sell needs to have a post-webinar funnel different 
than the first type.

The sale is not over when the webinar is done! ;-) 

This is why your post-webinar funnel for a sales webinar will have to sections: 

1. Attendees - tips, tricks and good practices for a communication funnel with the people who attended 
the webinar. 

Also, here you might have another intersection: some of the people attending the webinar will buy at 
the end of it. But some… won’t. 

This is why your post-webinar communication for the attendees that bought during the webinar will be 
different than the communication for the ones that did not buy your product/service during you online 
meeting. 

2. Absentees - tips, tricks and good practices for a communication funnel with the people who did not 
attend the webinar. 

You might think you lost the chance to sell them because they weren’t online during your live webinar. 
But that’s not true!

Your sales process will have a different flow because they weren’t online, but you still have the change to 
build a great relationship with the people who showed interest in your webinar.
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PRE-Webinar
A
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A.1. Setup 
Use the tool’s process to make the setup and test all the links before releasing them publicly. 

Decide if you are going to use the Landing Page that the Webinar tool offers or you prefer to create a 
different one, with more design. 

Advantages:

�  using the LP that a tool like WebinarJam is offering is cheaper; 

�  using the LP that WebinarJam offers is also less time consuming because it already has a wireframe 
and you just add the information as text; 

�  using the LP from the tool means fewer clicks for the audience to register, which matters in the overall 
UX perception; 

Disadvantages:

�  the design options are not really pretty; 

�  the wireframe has a basic setup and it’s not possible to publish a sales letter for the Webinar, just the 
basic information about the content and when it will be live;

�  it is a separate page from your site and after registering people won’t get the chance to keep navigating 
into your Menu to find more about the Webinar organizers; 

Creating a separate Landing Page that has the same design as your site, respecting the brand identity and 
online flows might have a better Click Rate, but that doesn’t have to be 100% real for every webinar. 

I recommend you test to see if the difference between a standard WebinarJam design Landing Page has 
different results as a stand-alone Landing Page. 

The registration page should create a state of curiosity for the people reading it. 

This needs to happen in order for people to show up.

Don’t give all the information in the name of the Webinar and use the description of the Webinar to tell 
them also what the Webinar is not.

The thank-you page needs to express excitement. 

You can use a video that says thank you for registering and shares some tips about how to get ready for 
the Webinar. 

Even if it’s not a video, but a written thank you page, make sure it transmits energy, joy, and curiosity.  
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A.2. Promotion 
The promotion of a Webinar needs to last 4-6 days, ideally.

But if you do not have a big audience, you can try for 7-9 days of promotion, so you have time to adjust 
the systems and generate results.

Before launching the Webinar you need to create a list with all the traffic channels that you can use to 
generate traffic to the Webinars Landing Page. 

Organic Traffic 

�  can be generated by using the email database by launching an email campaign that sells the Webinar 
and gets people to register; 

�  social media groups - you can post banners and texts that sell the Webinar and get people to registers; 

�  social media pages - posting on the company’s pages (wall) will also promote the Webinar; 

�  event on Facebook - it’s not always going to bring great results, but it can be a tool to promote the 
Webinar and make it easier for people who are interested in the topic to share the information with friends;

Paid Traffic

�  Facebook Ads can also generate a lot of registrations; 

�  Google Ads also can help; 

All the paid advertising might be of use. But it all depends on the budget you are willing to invest in the 
Webinar and how many people you want to be attending your Webinar. 

IMPORTANT! 

The attending rate in a Webinar is really low - about 30% of the people who register to a Webinar will 
actually attend the Webinar. 

So if you want to have 100 people online, you will need to have about 350 registered before the Webinar 
starts. 

And the attendance rate can be even smaller if the pre-webinar communication is not done right. 
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A.3. Communication 
The Webinar starts, for a person, in the minute they see the ad and it ends when the Webinar funnel ends. 

This is why everything needs to be set in place: 

�  Ads - make sure the design and the text of the ad is aligned with the Webinar theme, the client 
persona’s style of communication and is written using persuasion and copywriting; 

�  Register Form - make sure the form is easy to fill; doesn’t have too many fields, does not require to 
check a lot of boxes and so on; keep is simple: name, email and maybe town/country should be enough 
for a Webinar; 

�  Confirmation email - this is the first contact you will have with the audience via email, it needs to be 
written:

- the messages have to be clear; 

- to give info about the Webinar, the theme, the time and date; 

- the technical info about how they need to log into the live streaming; 

- the most important part of this email is the subject and the P.S part, at the end of the message; 

�  Pre Webinar Funnel: 

- This is the most important part and the one that can influence drastically the number of people attending 
your webinar; 

- No matter how interesting a Webinar is, if it does not keep the audiences’ interest up, it will not have a 
big online presence; 

I recommend you plan a pre Webinar communication funnel using this model: 

‣‣‣  7 days before Webinar 

E-mail sent to everyone who registers to attend the Webinar.

You can share information about the speaker’s experience regarding the subject he is going to present in 
the Webinar; this is an e-mail that appeals to the rational side of the brain, making the audience curious 
because of how knowledgeable the speaker is or how interesting the theme is. 

If it’s possible to create videos that share the information. 

Make the videos engaging and use persuasion tools to make people excited about the event that will 
happen 7 days from now. (you can create up to 3 pre-Webinar videos to share with the ones that registered 
and to give them snippets of good information to make them curious about joining the live session).  

This email should also have a CTA at the end and it can be: 

1. To invite other people to register to the Webinar; 

2. To invite them to like a social media page; 

3. To invite them to read more about the speaker on his Blog or your site; 
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‣‣‣  5 days before Webinar 

E-mail sent to everyone who registers to attend the Webinar.

This time the e-mail can be a reminder that the Webinar is going to be live in 5 days. 

Also, this is a great time to present a short description of what is going to be presented in the Webinar and 
what are the benefits that the people who are going to be attending will get if they join. 

It is an email that has the role to bring value to the people that registered, even before the Webinar. 
So make sure you share a relevant Podcast, or Blog Post or an infographic, and promise to give more 
information about the topic in the live Webinar in 5 days. 

Add in this email the link where people should click to join the live streaming. 

‣‣‣  3 days before Webinar 

E-mail sent to everyone who registers to attend the Webinar.

This email needs to be super enthusiastic and it has to create and emotion in the people reading it. 

It is now time to build expectation and excitement regarding what the Webinar will bring. 

Also, you can use this message to ask the people what they would be interested to learn during the 
Webinar. It will help you structure the information of the Webinar by making sure you answer their 
questions and needs while getting your ideas across.

‣‣‣  the day of the Webinar, in the morning 

E-mail sent to everyone who registers to attend the Webinar.

This is just a short reminder about the Webinar. 

Mention that it starts in X hours and give them tips on how to get the most of the Webinar. (use a 
pencil and a white paper to get notes and write down ideas or questions they may have for the speaker 
presenting) 

Also, very important, add in this email the link where people should click to join the live streaming. 

‣‣‣  the day of the Webinar, 15 minutes before the start 

E-mail sent to everyone who registers to attend the Webinar.

This is the email that lets everyone know that the Webinar is about to start. 

The link for the live streaming is the star of this e-mail and the Call to Action is to click it and join the 
Webinar on time. 

Also, you can mention if there is going to be a surprise at the end, in order to make people feel curious 
and make them attend the whole Webinar.
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DURING Webinar
B
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B.1. No sale webinar 
When doing an online Webinar there are a lot of things that you need to test in order to see if they work 
and how they work for your audience. 

Tips: 

�  use slides in your presentations - it helps with keeping people engaged; 

�  if you don’t wanna use slides, make sure you have a whiteboard near and you can write on it; 

�  choose to present the Webinar standing, cause it helps people perceived it differently and more alive, 
energetic and they will catch on the vibe; 

Structure of the information: 

�  10-15 minutes - introduce yourself (the speaker); 

�  structure your presentation into bits that last no more than 15 minutes; 

�  include in your Webinar 3 bits that last 15 minutes each => 45 minutes; 

�  if you are having a Webinar that is an interview with someone else, I recommend you take Q&A at 
the end of the Webinar and I also recommend splitting the three 15 minutes bits with breaks to ask the 
audience if everything is alright, if the sound/image is good and if the information is ok for them; 

�  also, you can use the breaks to encourage the attendees to write down Q&A’s for the final 15 minutes of 
the Webinar, so they have it all prepared when you start the Q&A session; 

�  at the end of the Webinar, close everything with one goodbye and do not allow the attendees to prolong 
the Webinar with questions or different remarks; 

�  ask them, in the end, to give feedback or to share one idea that stands out for them; they will be writing 
in the Chat area of the Webinar and you can read the comments, thank for the kind words and engage 2-3 
minutes with their feedback; 

B.2. Sale webinar 
A sales webinar is different. 

The whole Webinar is created to build the sale part at the end. 

“If I make them believe - the product I am selling - is the only solution for - what they want to gain - they 
have to give me money.” (Russell Brunson) 

�  Basically you will be using the presentation to make everyone learn something useful but do not teach 
too much, because people will not be interested in buying something at the end if they feel they got a lot 
of information during the Webinar and they need time to apply what they learned; 

�  give them valuable information, but use the presentation to address their fears and frustrations 
regarding the product/service that you sell; 

�  tell them WHAT not HOW; 
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STRUCTURE of the PRESENTATION: 

1. ORIGIN STORY 

�  introduce yourself (the speaker); 

�  the first story of the Webinar should be about how you (the speaker) have learned about the product/
service you want to sell and to show the audience how it can be the same for them; (15 minutes)

2. 3 SECRETS 

�  these secrets are the essence for your selling process: 

You, the speaker, need to take people into a journey: 

They believe - what you are selling - is the key. 

They believe they can do it! 

They want to do it and there is no external thing that’s keeping them back. 

3. The sale part of the Webinar is the most important part.

At the start, you set the tone and excite people with your vibe. 

During the sale, you have to get their full attention and you have to make them click on the offer you are 
presenting them. 

The transition to sale has to be done correctly. 

Always ask for permission to sell and make sure you respect the time you said the sale will last. 

You can use Price Marinate - a technique that involves showing a price on the screen as the offer, a bigger 
price, post it during the sale, then give people reasons for why it’s worth so much and, in the end, give 
them a better price. 

When doing the sale always use a Stack Offer. 

It should be a slide that is shown on the screen that compiles everything that they are going to get when 
deciding to buy from you, at the end of the Webinar. 

Always organize the stack in such a way that the best thing is last and beneath that is written the price. If 
you add the bonus, in the end, it might give people the impression that just the bonus is not worth the full 
price, this is why the last thing on the stack offer needs to be the most valuable one. 

The sale should last no more than 30 minutes. 

4. Q&A

Show a timer on the screen to stick to a maximum of 30 minutes for the Q&A. (15 minutes might be 
enough, but if you have 500+ attendees you might need more, to give them even more value and to 
reiterate the sales.

Prepare in advance the questions, the most popular ones, and add them to the slides so you can control 
the questions and tear down their objections to make them click the link and buy your product/service.
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POST-Webinar 
No sale webinar

C
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C.1. Attendees 
�  the people who attended the Webinar have shown a clear interest in what you’ve got to share; make 
sure you start building a relationship with them after the Webinar is over; 

�  most commonly, Webinars offers the possibility, for the people who registered, to re-watch the 
whole Webinar by clicking a replay link; I recommend you do this also, but use it as a tool to build the 
relationship or to accelerate the sale (if your Webinar is a selling one); 

IDEAS & RECOMMENDATIONS 

a) After the Webinar is over, 15 minutes after all is done, send them an email to thank them for being live 
with you; 

b) Share how it felt for you and request they share feedback about their experience; 

c) Also, you can tell them in this email when will they receive de replay link, so they can watch the whole 
webinar again; 

d) I recommend you allow for the replay to be viewed for just 48 hours or maximum 72; using scarcity 
might be of use for people to take action now and watch it; But if the Webinar is a fireside chat-like at a 
Startup Grind offline event, I recommend you publish the Webinar on the Youtube Channel after adding 
the intro/outro and so everyone will be able to see it; (if you decide to post it on Youtube, then you need to 
announce this in the first email after the Webinar is over); 

e) The next morning after the Webinar you should send them an email announcing the Webinar can be 
replayed now or that it is now up on Youtube; 

f) If the Webinar is available for 72 hours, for example, you could send an email in the last 24 hours, letting 
them know that the Webinar will be available just some hours and after it it’s gone; 

g) After 72 hours you should send them an email with a piece of content - it can be an article extracted 
from the Webinar or an article with interesting content from your Blog - it has to be a good reason to keep 
contact with them; 

h) After this, it would be useful to have a plan about sending a Newsletter weekly, with content and useful 
information, until the next Online Webinar is prepared;

i) When the next Webinar is scheduled, the pre-webinar funnel starts all over again; 

C.2. Absentees 
�  the people who did not attend the Webinar have shown an interest, but they haven’t managed to be 
online, this is why the communication with them, post-webinar is a bit different; 
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IDEAS & RECOMMENDATIONS

a) 15 minutes after the Webinar is done, send them an email saying you are sorry that they didn’t manage 
to be online and give them a short resume about what was the Webinar about, what topics did you shared 
and the overall feedback; 

b) The morning after the Webinar you can send an email inviting the absentees to watch the Webinar and 
explain that the replay will be available for only X hours (if you decide to share the replay); 

c) The morning after the Webinar you can send an email inviting the absentees to subscribe to your 
Youtube channel to receive news about when the interview will be public (if you decide to transform the 
Webinar in a Youtube video and this may take a while to create with all the intro/outro elements); 

d) If you decide to share the replay, send another email in the last day when it’s available to encourage the 
absentees to watch it; 

e) If you decide to upload the video on Youtube, send them an email the same day the video is up and 
encourage them to watch it, share it and leave comments; 

f) After all this, absentees, like the ones that attended the Webinar should enter a content funnel to build a 
long term relationship with them;
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POST-Webinar 
Sale webinar

D
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D.1. Attendees 
�  The people who attend a Sales Webinar will be divided into two groups: the one that bought at the end 
of the Webinar and the ones that did not buy; each category will have  a different funnel: 

a) Bought at the end => they will enter in the Customer Funnel - where the Customer Support will deliver 
the product / service; 

b) Did not buy => they will enter in a scarcity email marketing funnel, that aims to make them buy: 

�  15 minutes after the Webinar, send them an email thanking them for attending and letting them know 
when will they be able to watch the replay of the Webinar; 

�  The morning after the Webinar the email marketing campaign starts; 

�  You can choose to create a campaign for 3 days, or 5 or how many you want; but for the scarcity 
regarding the offer to stand, is best to have a short email marketing campaign; 

�  The funnel for the email campaign should combine content information + selling tactics, in order to 
make people buy the product / service; 

�  When the campaign is over the offer has to be over too, this means that they cannot find the same offer 
anywhere else (be it site, or ads, or offline events, etc); 

�  If you see that there is a lot of interest during the email marketing campaign, you can end it and after 
the end point schedule an On Popular Demand lighting campaign that lasts 24 hours; (but this depends on 
what are you selling and to whom) 

D.2. Absentees 
�  The people who did not attend a Sales Webinar will have a similar funnel as the ones that attended but 
did not buy, except they will receive an email to ask what was the reason they did not attend and some 
explanations for why it’s important for them to watch the Webinar; 

�  They will have 48 hours to watch the Webinar and after those hours the funnel will be the one form 
above: split into two - for the ones who watch the replay and buy and for the ones who watch the replay 
and don’t buy;

Everyone that registered to an Online Webinar has shown some interest in your organization or products/
services.

They have to be treated as new friends and you have to engage them in a conversation via email. This 
conversation needs to be built using content and valuable information so those new friends start to gain 
trust in you / your brand / your products.
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You can find me on:
Get in contact with me!

This lovely eBook design was made by voicu@doneva.ro

mailto:voicu@doneva.ro
mailto:voicu%40doneva.ro?subject=
https://www.facebook.com/oana.vasiu.5
https://www.linkedin.com/in/vasiu-oana-madalina-57897751/

